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Introduction
In 2008, the Preservation Alliance received grants from the Barra Foundation, the
Heritage Philadelphia Program of the Pew Center for Arts and Heritage, and the
William Penn Foundation to plan a methodology for conducting a citywide survey of
historic resources in Philadelphia. The work supported by these grants was part of a
larger body of work to develop an approach to a preservation plan for Philadelphia,
also funded by these foundations.
The Preservation Alliance’s interest in a citywide survey of historic resources began
several years ago. Earlier work funded by the National Trust for Historic
Preservation, the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, and the William
Penn Foundation established the groundwork for the studies undertaken in 2008‐
2009.
This report summarizes the work completed during the past year and is organized in
the following sections:
•

•

•
•
•
•

Part One: Prior Studies
‐ Application of current technology to historic district surveys: Parkside
and Washington Square West
‐ Analysis of prior survey work in Philadelphia
‐ Research on historic preservation planning and surveys in other cities
‐ Frankford #1
Part Two: Why survey? Relationship to other activities
‐ Economic development
‐ Zoning reform
‐ Comprehensive planning
‐ Setting Priorities
Part Three: Conceptual Approach
Part Four: Accomplishments
Part Five: Recommendations for Implementation
Appendices and Independent Reports
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PART ONE: PRIOR STUDIES
A. APPLICATION OF CURRENT TECHNOLOGY TO HISTORIC DISTRICT SURVEYS
The Preservation Alliance’s interest in historic resource surveys began in 2005 when
the Parkside Historic Preservation Corporation (PHPC) asked the Alliance to develop
an historic district nomination to the Philadelphia Historical Commission for that
portion of the Parkside National Register District in West Philadelphia facing
Fairmount Park and Memorial Hall. PHPC was concerned that the conversion of
Memorial Hall to the Please Touch Museum and the location of the Microsoft School
nearby in Fairmount Park would lead to speculative development in the area. PHPC
wanted to be sure that its 25‐year history of historic preservation of properties in
Parkside was protected and that any further development in the area would
preserve and restore other historic properties still vacant.
The Preservation Alliance decided to use this as an opportunity to develop a new
approach to historic district nominations that would employ two aspects of
contemporary technology: digital photograph and GIS mapping. Prior to the
Parkside study, district nominations to the Philadelphia Historical Commission
consisted of written descriptions of each property in the proposed district, with very
little photographic documentation. Once a district was approved, the Historical
Commission would photograph each building in the district since the photographic
documentation was more useful in assessing future changes. In addition, the written
reports precluded the creation of electronic databases or connection of historic data
to the City’s emerging electronic property database files and the City Planning
Commission’s GIS mapping.
The Parkside Historic District survey approach and nomination were prepared by
Dominique Hawkins, principal of Preservation Design Partnership, and Judy Peters.
The use of digital photography and GIS mapping proved to be very successful. The
survey of 175 properties was completed in one weekend by graduate students and
the resultant report included individual property files for all properties in the
district each of which were geo‐coded to the City’s property inventory system. It was
clear that this approach produced historic district nominations that were easier to
prepare, easier for the Historical Commission staff to review, and that enabled data
to be linked electronically to other property data. The study also showed that there
were discrepancies between properties found in the field and property addresses in
the City’s property data files. However, the approach proved promising.
Subsequent to the Parkside Historic District nomination the Preservation Alliance
assisted in the preparation of two other historic district nominations: the Awbury
Arboretum Neighborhood Historic District and the East Logan Street Historic
District. While these nominations drew on the approach developed for Parkside,
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both districts are small and did not allow for a full further testing of the approach.
However, in 2008‐09 with grants from the William Penn Foundation and the
Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic Development, the Alliance
retained Kise Straw Kolodner to create a historic district nomination for the
Washington Square West neighborhood using the same methodology. The
Washington Square West district contains approximately 1,600 properties of which
approximately 800 were being surveyed for the first time. Thus, it provided the
opportunity for a larger application of the approach created for Parkside.
The survey portion of the Washington Square West District has been completed
resulting in individual property files for all 1,600 properties in the district linked to
the City’s property database. The application here reinforces the positive results
experienced in Parkside and affirms the Alliance’s commitment to this approach for
district nominations. Once again, the survey worked indicated discrepancies
between the City’s property database, the Bureau of Revision of Taxes (BRT)
database and properties found in the field.
The Parkside Historic District nomination and survey, and the Awbury Arboretum
Historic District nomination can be found at www. PreservePhiladelpha.org/survey.
B. ANALYSIS OF PRIOR SURVEY WORK IN PHILADELPHIA
The application of current technology to the Parkside survey—and the subsequent
work for Washington Square West—encouraged the Alliance to believe that a city‐
wide survey using these techniques might be more practical than we had first
thought. However, before proceeding with this approach it seemed appropriate to
determine what prior survey work had been undertaken in Philadelphia, how much
and which parts of the city were already surveyed.
The Alliance retained the Cultural Resources Consulting Group to undertake an
analysis of prior survey work. The results of the analysis, conducted by Emily
Cooperman and Cory Kegerise, were somewhat surprising:
•
•

•

Only 4% of all the properties in the city had been surveyed for historic
significance. Large areas of North, Northeast, South and Southwest
Philadelphia have never been surveyed.
Most surveys were undertaken for National Register Districts or to determine
areas eligible to be National Register Districts. The most recent of these
surveys date back to the 1980s and many date to the period from 1965 to
1976.
Of the 60 National Register districts 13 had substantially incomplete survey
or no inventory data at all and 16 lacked adequate historical research and
Statements of Significance; of the 40 eligible districts the majority had no
survey or inventory data.
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•

Nominations of districts to the Philadelphia Historical Commission often
relied on the National Register data (i.e. Rittenhouse Fitler district) with little
updating. Only recent local district nominations (Society Hill, Girard Estates,
Old City and Greenbelt Knoll) had reliable and complete inventories.

The report indicates that National Register Districts in Philadelphia contain 22,000
properties. It is interesting to note that in Baltimore 45,000 properties located in
districts are listed on the National Register as a result of a deliberate effort by the
City and state to increase eligibility for federal investment tax credits. This
difference suggests that are undoubtedly many more areas of the Philadelphia
eligible for listing on the National Register than have been identified.
The Historic Districts in Philadelphia report can be found at
www.PreservePhiladelphia.org/survey.
C. ANALYSIS OF SURVEYS AND PLANNING IN OTHER CITIES
Although the methodology developed in Parkside suggested a possible approach to a
citywide survey, the Alliance was interested in learning whether other cities were
undertaking surveys and whether the approaches being used presented better and
more efficient alternatives. With a grant from the National Trust, the Alliance
engaged Prof. Randall Mason of the Graduate Program in Historic Preservation of the
University of Pennsylvania to conduct a research study of survey work and
preservation in other cities. The Alliance was already aware of the extensive survey
being proposed for Los Angeles, funded by the Getty Foundation. The Alliance’s
executive director visited Los Angeles to learn more about their approach and
subsequently invited the staff directing the LA survey to Philadelphia to make a
presentation of their work.
The analysis of other cities indicated that many cities were undertaking surveys or
preservation plans. In most cases, however, the survey work appeared to be
attempting to cover every property in the city and to be using traditional survey
methods. However, the study also revealed that a number of cities —LA included—
were trying to provide a framework for their survey work and the development of
preservation plans by creating “historic context statements” for the city as a whole.
The preservation planning being undertaken by Charleston SC followed this
approach and was particularly influential on our thinking.
The report on preservation planning in other cities can be found at
www.PreservePhiladelphia.org/plan.
D. SURVEYING SECTIONS OF THE CITY NOT LIKELY TO BE HISTORIC DISTRICTS
Although the survey approach developed for Parkside, and applied in other
situations proved successful, the Alliance and its consultants realized that there was
a significant difference between surveying an area known to be an historic district
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and where every property would be surveyed and surveying a section of the city not
likely to be an historic district and where the issue was identifying individual,
scattered historic properties. To survey such an area efficiently Dominique Hawkins
suggested comparing historic atlases with existing property database fields in a GIS
format to try to “pre‐determine” the location of historic resources. The Frankford
neighborhood was selected as a study area because although it is one of the oldest
areas of Philadelphia and has a rich history it has never been surveyed.
The Frankford #1 survey approach was developed by Dominique Hawkins and Judy
Peters, supported by the Athenaeum of Philadelphia, which scanned historic atlases
to be used in the methodology. The approach consisted of comparing atlases for a
specific period with existing property maps to determine which buildings from that
period remained and then field checking properties to determine whether they
retained their historic integrity. Although there were a variety of technological
issues to overcome, this approach proved successful and seemed to suggest a way of
surveying larger areas of the city.
The Frankford #1 report can be found at www.PreservePhiladelphia.org/survey.
These series of studies provided the base for the work undertaken with the current
grants in 2008‐09.

PART TWO: WHY SURVEY? RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER ACTIVITIES
One of the issues the Alliance and its consultants asked during the current phase of
work was why did we feel that a survey was important and how would survey data
be used. While we recognized that a comprehensive survey would provide better
guidance for the Historical Commission in designating historic districts or adding
individual properties to the Philadelphia Register (and would guide the Alliance in
its work of nominating districts and individual properties) we did not want to imply
an intention to create a massive number of historic designations. However, several
key issues supported the need for more comprehensive survey data.
A. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
In 1999, the Preservation Alliance commissioned a report of the economic impact of
historic preservation in Philadelphia. This was part of an effort to encourage public
policy makers to view historic preservation as a more important area of interest
then merely preserving distinctive architecture. As a component of the larger body
of work on a preservation plan in 2008‐09, the Alliance commissioned Econsult Inc.
to update this previous report for the period form 1998 to 2008.
The report concluded that over the ten year period over $7 Billion of direct
investments had been spent on historic preservation in Philadelphia generating over
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$70 Million in tax revenues to the City and $258 Million in tax revenues to the
Commonwealth.
While the study examined such activities as heritage tourism and the benefits of the
film industry, it was clear that the economic benefits of historic preservation are
closely linked to a variety of different forms of real estate development and the
construction and permanent jobs generated by that activity. The study indicated that
the federal investment tax credit remains a significant incentive for historic
preservation, that designation as an historic district had a lasting positive impact on
property values, and that the City’s ten‐year abatement of taxes had led to the
creation of thousands of housing units in Center City through rehabilitation of older
properties.
Only properties listed on the National Register or in a National Register District are
eligible for the federal investment tax credit for rehabilitation (a 20% credit against
federal taxes). Many of Philadelphia’s National Register districts and individual
building listings were created by developers who owned property they felt could be
adapted to a new use if the tax credits were available. Consequently, a strategy that
increases the number of National Register districts in the city and identifies and
inventory of National Register eligible properties suitable for adaptive reuse could
contribute significantly to economic development in many parts of Philadelphia.
One of the products of a citywide survey could be the creation of new districts and a
searchable database of National Register properties suitable for adaptive re‐use.
In addition, the use of survey data to identify and designate more local historic
districts could encourage homeowner investment based on the documented increase
in property values associated with historic districts in the city.
The report on the Economic Impact of Historic Preservation in Philadelphia can be
found at www.PreservePhiladelphia.org/plan/reports.
B. ZONING REFORM
The City has made a commitment to reforming the current zoning code. A zoning
Code Commission has been established, consultants and staff hired and it is
anticipated that a new code will be presented to City Council by the end of 2010. One
of the key ideas that has emerged from public discussions about zoning reform is the
desire to create a code that will help to preserve the existing character of
Philadelphia, particularly at the neighborhood level. Such a code would be of great
benefit to historic presentation. Recent work on zoning reform in Denver, CO has
suggested a relationship between a “form‐based” zoning code, historic districts and
conservation districts that seems very relevant to Philadelphia.
However, once a code has been rewritten and adopted then the City must go through
a process of zoning remapping for each neighborhood in the city. To the
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extent that the code is designed to preserve existing character, an historic resources
survey could provide the information needed by the City Planning Commission to
help shape the code to individual neighborhood character, thereby providing a
general protection for historic character through zoning that could then be
supplemented in strategic locations by historic districts or conservation districts.
C. COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING
In parallel with zoning reform the City Planning Commission hopes to create a new
comprehensive plan for the city and new district plans. No comprehensive plan has
been adopted since 1960. Historic preservation was not a component of the 1960,
but it is vital that it be a component of a new plan. As part of its Imagining
Philadelphia program, the City Planning Commission has also heard in public
discussions the desire to preserve the existing character of the city.
An as yet unreleased policy paper on historic preservation by the City Planning
Commission staff suggests four strategic areas of focus for historic preservation over
the next 20 years. These are:
•
•
•
•

Preservation and adaptive re‐use of industrial properties as part of economic
development and community revitalization.
Preservation of neighborhood character through housing rehabilitation and
the preservation of neighborhood anchors such as churches, schools and
similar facilities.
Revitalization of commercial corridors through the preservation and adaptive
use of historic properties.
Recognition and preservation of archeological sites and sites of cultural
heritage.

In each of these areas, the City Planning Commission’s paper points to the need for
survey data of historic resources to be able to develop more specific planning
strategies.
D. SETTING PRIORITIES
Philadelphia has such wealth of historic resources that it would be possible to list
50,000 properties on the Philadelphia Register and designate 50 local historic
districts. However, it is unlikely that resources would be available to support the
permitting process generated by the listing of such a large number of resources. At
the present time, it is quite difficult to know which are the most important resources
and districts to protect because there is not a clear understanding of the resources
that are out there. A good example is the Alliance’s recent study of Frankford. Many
people have reported that buildings in Frankford from the 18th century and early
19th century were being demolished or adversely altered. Yet no survey data existed
to be able to tell how many such buildings there were, of what type and in what
location.
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Priorities also need to be examined in relation to new development. The city must to
able to adapt to new and changing needs, not every place can or should be preserved
exactly as it is. A survey of historic resources that helps to set priorities for the areas
important to preserve essentially in their current form and character would also
help to clarify those areas most appropriate to change and new development.
There is a compelling case that a citywide survey would contribute to Philadelphia’s
economic development strategy, to is zoning reform and comprehensive planning
and to more detailed planning to encourage many forms of new development.

PART THREE: CONCEPTUAL APPROACH
The work completed to date led to the formation of a conceptual approach that has
been tested during the past year. This conceptual approach consists of the following
components:
A. AN HISTORIC CONTEXT STATEMENT FOR THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
Although there are many histories of Philadelphia, there is no history of the physical
growth and development of the city. That is what an historic context statement is. It
is a description of how the city developed over time and the factors that influenced
the changes and evolution of the physical form of the city. Historic context
statements of this type are being used by other cities to provide a framework and
guidelines for historic resources surveys—Charleston, SC being the most relevant—
and such an approach seems appropriate for Philadelphia.
The process of determining how an historic context statement of the city should be
organized began with a series of meetings with historians familiar with Philadelphia,
conducted by Emily Cooperman, PhD. This process is more fully described in
Appendix A. The initial intent was to create a series of thematic statements,
following the approach of the Los Angeles survey. Potential thematic areas were
identified. However, as other work progressed it became clear that an historic
context statement that had a geographic focus, supplemented by a limited number of
thematic studies, would be more useful. A geographic focus on clusters of
neighborhoods that developed initially at the same point in time would create a
clearer framework for survey work, which seemed appropriate to conduct at a
neighborhood scale, and would also link more easily to the type of approach that
would be used in zoning remapping and to the way demographic and other data
about the city is currently organized on various websites.
This led to a conceptual approach for the historical context statements that
consisted of the following components:
•

A general overview, outlying the basic physical evolution of the city.
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•

More detailed statements describing the evolution of physical development of
“clusters of neighborhoods” that came into existence at approximately the
same point in time, and the factors that have influenced their evolution. (For
general planning purposes we assumed that there might be 30 such clusters
consisting of 2 to 3 neighborhoods each.

•

A series of thematic statements that would look at issues that are not based in
one part of the geography of the city but overlay in time and space the
evolution of neighborhood clusters. For example, the development of modern
architecture and the mid‐20th century urban renewal program occurred in
many different sections of the city and was often integrated into historic
fabric, of which Society Hill is the best example.

These historic statements would identify the periods of significance in the
development of different areas and the factors most important to that development,
thereby providing a guide for the survey. To test out this approach three topics for
historic context statements were selected: a geographically based study of the
Frankford/Bridesburg/ Tacony cluster and two thematic statements one for
industrial heritage and one for modernism in the period from 1945 to 1980.
B. ATLAS SCANNING
The uses of historic atlases in conjunction with existing property maps helps to trace
the evolution of development of the city and can also help locate historic resources.
For this phase the Athenaeum of Philadelphia and its Regional Digital Imaging
Center were engaged to identify and scan historic atlases. Although the scanning of
atlases was focused on Frankford, as the work progressed it became clear that it
would be relatively easy to complete the scanning of the 15 atlases that cover the
city as a whole. The atlas scanning process is described in the report from the
Athenaeum in Appendix B.
C. SCANNED ATLASES LINKED TO PROPERTY MAPS AND FIELD SURVEYS
The proposed survey methodology intended to use the scanned atlases and current
property maps as a way of determining historic resources for a specific historic
period. The historic resources and period chosen for this phase of work were
residential properties for the period from 1800 to 1850. This building type was
selected because residents of Frankford had expressed concern to the Preservation
Alliance that many of these early properties that remained were being adversely
altered and demolished. Thus, although this phase was intended to be a test of the
survey methodology, we also hoped to create an inventory of properties that might
lead to a Frankford historic district or individual listings on the Philadelphia
Register.
As indicated in the Preservation Design Partnership report, the timing of the
availability of the scanned atlases did not enable this process to be carried out
exactly as planned. Instead, data about potential properties was obtained through
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the Frankford Historical Society and the atlas methodology was used to confirm the
historic period of the property and its current existence.
D. ENGAGEMENT OF COMMUNITY RESIDENTS AND HISTORICAL
ORGANIZATIONS
While atlases provide a critical body of information, the knowledge of existing
residents and information from local historical societies is also important to fill in
data, to provide information and historic maps that might pre‐date the atlases and
that can identify cultural and non‐traditional historic landmarks. During this phase
of work the Alliance and its consultants engaged members of the Frankford
Historical Society in both an examination of the resources held by the Society and
the knowledge of members about the oldest parts of the community. The process of
engagement with the Frankford Historical Society is also described in the
Preservation Design Partnership report.
These four elements are integrally related: the historic context statements help
guide the survey and are in turn guided by information from scanned atlases for
different points in time. The community engagement process supplements historic
data, provides a “populist” as well as preservationist view on historic resources. The
scanned atlases provide for an identification of resources for specific periods and the
field surveys of those resources determines their integrity, patterns of concentration
of dispersion, and preliminary assessment of eligibility for National Register of
Philadelphia Register listing.

PART FOUR: ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND LEARNINGS
A. ACCOMPLISHMENTS
1. Historic Context Statements
As noted in the description of the conceptual approach, the following historic
context statements were completed and are enclosed with this report:
•
•
•

A general overview of the history of the physical growth of the city.
An historic contest statement for the Frankford/Bridesburg/ Tacony
neighborhood cluster. (A second cluster study of Manayunk/ Roxborough is
nearly complete.)
Thematic context statements for industrial heritage and modernism from
1945 to 1980.

The development of the neighborhood cluster historic context studies resulted in a
general approach to these studies which the Alliance and its consultants feel is
appropriate to further geographically based studies. The thematic study of
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industrial heritage focuses on a type of property that is under‐represented on the
Philadelphia register and may help to focus attention of industrial heritage along the
Delaware River Waterfront as plans for the area are being developed. The format of
this thematic study represents the general approach for further studies. It combines
a thematic overview over time and the identification of geographic areas of the city
where significant industrial activity occurred and where historic resources are most
likely to be found.
The thematic study of modernism may be the first overview of the architecture of
this period that has been produced for Philadelphia. In the case of modernism it
proved more difficult to combine a thematic overview and identification of
geographic areas. While many buildings of the modern era are located in Center City,
there are few other areas of concentration. The Historic Context Statement will
provide a guide for the survey, and it will also help the Preservation Alliance and the
Philadelphia Historical Commission to set priorities for nominations of mid‐century
modern architecture for listing on the Philadelphia Register.
The thematic statements will be reviewed by other historians who participated in
the early part of this work for comment before being finalized and publicly released.
2. Atlas Scanning
As indicated in the Athenaeum of Philadelphia report in Appendix B, 1,107 items
were scanned during this phase of the project. Maps and atlases were drawn from
the collections of the Athenaeum and the Free Library, from the Philadelphia
Historical Commission and 52 items were obtained from the Historical Society of
Frankford. This includes the 15 atlases covering the city as a whole.
All of the scanned atlas material has been placed on the GeoHistory website to
provide access to the information by the broader public. For posting to the
GeoHistory website, individual atlas plates were linked and geo‐referenced so as to
create a composite map that can be overlaid with other historic maps in a new
Google‐based viewer during this project.
The Athenaeum’s report notes that this project has produced two equally valuable
results. First, the scanned atlases were made available to the Alliance’s consultants
to assist the historic context statements and the survey. Second, this new
information has greatly strengthened the GeoHistory website as a resource for
scholars. The Athenaeum’s report documents a dramatic increase in use of the
website as information from this project has been added.
Scanned atlases were used to support the writing of historic context statements and
to document the location and historic presence of sites identified by Frankford
Historical Society members. Information for this process formed the basis of a
selective field survey to document the integrity of historic resources adding to the
field survey inventory from the first Frankford study.
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3. Scanned atlases linked to property maps and survey
The most technological difficult part of this process is the connection of historic
atlases to existing property maps. While the concept is relatively simple, the
implementation of the concept is complicated by the inconsistency of electronic
property data files being used by the City of Philadelphia. These issues, and the GIS
methodology, data‐base entry forms, survey instruments used and the issues of
coordination with the City are described in detail the Technological Products part of
the Preservation Design Partnership report.
In spite of difficulties, the consultant team was able to link properties to atlases,
produce maps and confirm historic periods for 107 specific historic resources that
were identified for evaluation for this phase. For each of these properties, a property
survey form was created that also includes a preliminary assessment of eligibility for
the National or Philadelphia registers. When combined with the property inventory
forms produced during the first Frankford study, a total of 154 individual property
data forms have been created for Frankford and properties evaluated for integrity
and significance.
4. Engagement of community residents and historical societies
Because Frankford has an historical society with active and knowledgeable members
it was possible to engage the community in this process. Members of Frankford
Historical Society identified several hundred properties in the neighborhood that
they believed represented residential properties from the 18th century.
In addition, the cooperation of Frankford Historical Society in opening its archives
and collections enabled the Athenaeum of Philadelphia to discover 52 historic
documents not found in other collections, as previously noted. These documents are
now available to other institutions and scholars. The engagement of Frankford
Historical Society in this process has also contributed to the revitalization of that
organization, especially its Center for Northeast Philadelphia History.
B. LEARNINGS
Although the Alliance and the consultant team started out with what we thought was
a clear conceptual approach, we found that our approach changed and was modified
as we went through the process. Among the specific things we learned that have
contributed to the establishment of the proposed implementation methodology for a
citywide survey are the following:
•

As previously noted, organization of historic context statements by
neighborhood clusters is a more useful framework for the survey than a
primary focus on thematic statements. While certain thematic statements are
still desirable, the primary emphasis should be on the neighborhood clusters.
This will also enable the historic context statements to be used by the City
Planning Commission when it undertakes the zoning remapping program and
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will provide a context for consideration of historic districts by the Historical
Commission.
•

Atlas scanning must be completed before the historic context statements are
written and before the survey is begun. The scanned atlases provide a great
deal of useful information for the creation of the neighborhood cluster
historic context statements. Together the context statements and atlases
provide both the historic and physical data to guide the survey.

•

Far more atlas plates were scanned for Frankford than were needed for the
survey. Scanned atlases at 25‐year intervals are sufficient to get sense of
development patterns and of historic resources. Selective additional atlases
will need to be scanned to supplement those for specific situations, but a base
of 25‐year intervals will provide the fundamental information to support the
historic context statements and survey.

•

More work is needed with City agencies to development a consistent
receiving system for the data generated by this project and for the data that
will be generated by a citywide survey. This is an issue to resolve with the
Historical Commission and the City Planning Commission who are expected
to be the two public agencies that will make use of the data.

•

To make the community engagement component easier to manage and more
productive, a process for receiving community input electronically should be
developed. The Preservation Alliance has already initiated a first step in
creating such a process through the Preserve Philadelphia website developed
for this project. (www. preserverphiladelphia.org) The Neighborhoods
section of the website allows residents of any section of the city to submit
photographs of historic resources and comments about the neighborhood.
The current website provides an initial framework that the Preservation
Alliance will refine in subsequent phases of work.

PART FIVE: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION
The work completed during the past year has enabled the Preservation Alliance and
its consultant team to refine a methodology for a citywide survey and to develop a
phased process for implementation as follows:
A. PHASE TWO: REMAINDER OF 2009
(Phase One having consisted of work during 2008‐09.)
1. Identification of Neighborhood Clusters and Thematic Studies
As previously noted, neighborhood clusters will constitute the primary way of
organizing historic context statements and conducting surveys. By the end of 2009,
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neighborhood clusters will be identified for the entire city and priorities established
for the sequence of scanning, historic context statements and survey.
Certain sections of the city developed more recently, such as the Far Northeast, may
not be surveyed in as great a detail as older areas. As a general rule, it would be
preferable for the study of neighborhood clusters to proceed by date of
development, but this may be influenced by the following factors
•
•
•

The City Planning Commission’s proposed sequence for implementation of
zoning remapping on a neighborhood‐by‐neighborhood basis.
Existing and eligible National Register districts with inadequate or no survey
data.
Sections of the city where development planning is already proposed or
where there are development threats or opportunities.

At the same time we will consult with historians to determine thematic studies that
should be undertaken and an appropriate sequence for such studies.
2. Coordination with City Agencies on Property Data Systems
During this period we will also work with the City Planning Commission and the
Historical Commission to resolve issues with property data systems that will receive
the survey data. The Historical Commission has recently received a Preserve
America grant from the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission to
establish a system for digitizing its files. This work may help inform the data systems
issue.
3. Community engagement protocol
An improved protocol will be established to allow individual citizens to submit
historical information to the Preserve Philadelphia website. This will enable the
submission of both historical information and photographs associated with specific
properties.
4. Scanning of Atlases for Priority Neighborhood Clusters
If funds are available, scanning of atlases needed for the priority neighborhood
clusters to be studied in 2010 will be started since the scanning of atlases needs to
precede the historic context statements and survey. It is proposed that 5 to 6
neighborhood clusters be addressed in 2010.
B. PHASE THREE: 2010
1. Complete Atlas Scanning for Priority Studies
Atlases needed for the priority neighborhood cluster studies would be scanned and
geo‐referenced to existing property maps. During Phase Two a preliminary multi‐
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year sequence of neighborhood cluster studies will be established. This would
enable atlas scanning to proceed on its own schedule as funding allows, preparing
scanned atlases and maps in advance for studies in 2011 and 2012.
2. Begin Survey work for areas with Completed Historic Context Statements
In 2009, historic context statements were completed for Frankford, Bridesburg and
Tacony. These statements will be reviewed to identify primary periods of
significance and key driving influences on neighborhood growth and development.
Based on this information, survey work can begin for these areas while other
historic context statements are being written.
3. Historic Context Statements for Priority Neighborhood Clusters and
Community Engagement
Once the atlas scanning has been completed for the 2010 priority neighborhood
clusters historic context statement will be written. In conjunction with the research
for these statements, an expanded community engagement process will be
undertaken focused on the specific neighborhoods included in the study clusters for
2010. This engagement process will endeavor to encourage individuals,
organizations and historical societies to submit information via the Preserve
Philadelphia website. This will enhance the historic context statements and provide
guidance for the survey.
4. Undertake Survey work of Neighborhood Clusters
Once the historic context statements have been completed, survey work will begin in
each neighborhood cluster. It is anticipated that graduate or undergraduate students
in the fields of historic preservation, planning or public history in Philadelphia
colleges and universities will be engaged and trained to carry out the field surveys
once historic properties have been located through the overlay of scanned atlases
with existing property maps.
5. Recommendations for National Register of Philadelphia Register districts or
individual designations
The results of surveys will be evaluated on an on‐going basis as surveys are
completed to determine if there eligible National or Philadelphia register districts
and to determine if there are properties that are important to protect by listing on
the Philadelphia Register. This may lead the Preservation Alliance, the Historical
Commission or others to prepare such nominations as a separate activity. Use of the
survey data to identify new National Register Districts will support the use of
historic properties as an economic development strategy by providing access to
federal (and possibly state) historic tax credits.
C. PHASE FOUR AND BEYOND: 2011 TO 2014
It is anticipated that if adequately funded the citywide survey would take
approximately 5 years to complete. Conceivably the time could be shortened if
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additional resources were available, but there is merit to proceeding slowly in at
least the first two years to be able to monitor the process and provide quality
control. The tasks and sequence of activities in subsequent years will follow those
outlined for 2010 above.
CONCLUSION
This phase of work was intended to provide the opportunity to test ideas about a
citywide survey of historic resources based on early studies, while at the same time
producing products that would benefit the preservation and history field
independent of the development of a preservation plan. The analysis of approaches
being used by other cities led to a decision to develop historic context statements as
a guide to the survey and to focus these on neighborhood clusters, supplemented by
selected thematic statements. The application of this approach to a first
neighborhood cluster and two thematic statements has established a format that will
be followed for other clusters and thematic studies. These studies contributed to the
larger project and the information contained in the historic context statements has
immediate value to assist the Preservation Alliance and the Philadelphia Historical
Commission to identify potential properties for priority nomination to the
Philadelphia Register.
The atlas scanning / existing property data map process continues to appear to be
an effective way to identify individual historic resources and concentrations of
resources to and thereby simplify the field survey process. The atlases scanned have
establish a base of data for the larger project and at the same time are already
contributing to the scholarly work of others through the GeoHistory website.
Overall, this phase of work has been successful in refining an approach to a citywide
survey, enabling a methodology and phasing for implementation to be developed,
and producing products of immediate use to the Preservation Alliance and other
organizations and individuals.
APPENDICES
A. HISTORIC CONTEXT STATEMENT REPORT – Cooperman
B. MAP AND ATLAS SCANNING REPORT – Athenaeum
SUPPORTING REPORTS
HISTORIC CONTEXT STATEMENTS
• Overview
• Frankford. Tacony, Wissinoming, Bridesburg
• Industry
• Modernism
THE FRANKFORD SURVEY
SURVEY GUIDE
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HISTORIC CONTEXT STATEMENTS
PROCESS AND PARTICIPANTS
Prepared by Emily T. Cooperman
July 2009
Historic Context Statements
At the outset of the project, it was envisioned that one of the main components of the first phase of
the Preservation Plan for Philadelphia would encompass a series of thematic historic context
statements that would address the built resources of the city much in the manner of the study
completed for the Preservation Alliance by Matthew Hopper on African-American associated
churches in 1998. During the course of the project, a number of tasks were undertaken by the
project team in connection with this, resulting in a group of model studies and a methodology to
study the city systematically through examination a group of studies related to historic resources
surveys. These studies are:
•
•
•
•

geographic neighborhood clusters
thematic groups of resources that span the city geographically
special geographic studies that investigate resources that cross multiple neighborhood lines
such as those along a rail corridor
studies that supplement information that is part of existing, under-documented listed and
eligible National Register Historic Districts

The following tasks were undertaken during Philadelphia Historic Preservation Plan Phase 1:
Task 1: Preliminary Meetings
In the first phase of the project in the summer and early fall of 2008, Steering Committee Meetings
were conducted to discuss and plan for the project. In addition to this activity, the Steering
Committee met with the Survey LA project personnel and discussed the methodology of their
project, lessons learned, and other matters relevant to the project. The structure and content of the
Survey LA project was also analyzed for future adaptability.
Before the commencement of Phase 1, John Gallery held initial meetings with historian and
University of Pennsylvania Professor Thomas Sugrue, who agreed to assist in the coordination of
this component of the project. At the outset of the project, John Gallery and project staff member
Emily T. Cooperman, Ph.D. met with Professor Sugrue again and discussed strategy. Dr.
Cooperman then met with Professor Sugrue and compiled a list of scholars who were both
respected experts and within the region, who would be invited to participate in the project and who
represented a broad range of scholarly expertise on the city and its built environment and who could
serve as participants in Phase 1 and be engaged in later phases of the project as appropriate.
John Gallery, Emily Cooperman, and Melissa Jest of the Preservation Alliance staff met in
Harrisburg with senior staff members of Bureau for Historic Preservation of the Pennsylvania
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Historical and Museum Commission to present and discuss the project. In this meeting, subjects for
thematic historic context statements were discussed. Among these was the topic of AfricanAmerican associated properties in Philadelphia. The PHMC senior staff recommended that this
particularly study not be undertaken for the project until the completion of the state-wide historic
context statement for African American associated properties is finished. This study was underway
during Phase 1 work.
Task 2: Recruitment, Convening, and Interviewing of Scholars
Following on the meeting with Professor Sugrue, Dr. Cooperman made initial contact with a group
of approximately 20 scholars identified to solicit interest and engage them with the project. To
begin the process of engaging the scholars’ “Think Tank” productively, Dr. Cooperman invited and
met with a select group of scholars in the region to discuss the project, related issues, and identify
key themes and subjects for Phase 1 and future work. One of the goals in convening this core
group was to discuss issues relating to historic preservation, historical designation and nomination to
the City’s and National Registers of Historic Places. The members of this core group represented
not only extensive scholarship on the city of Philadelphia’s history but also deep experience in
historic preservation through professional practice and service on historical commissions. The
following scholars met with Dr. Cooperman for a 1/2 –day workshop in October at the offices of
the Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia:
•
•
•
•

Architectural historian David B. Brownlee, Shapiro-Weitzenhoffer Professor of the History
of Art, University of Pennsylvania
Bernard L. Herman, Edward F. and Elizabeth Goodman Rosenberg Professor of Art
History, University of Delaware (since January 2009, George B. Tindall Professor
Department of American Studies, University of North Carolina)
Thomas Sugrue, Edmund J. and Louise W. Kahn Professor of History and Sociology,
University of Pennsylvania
Domenic Vitiello, Assistant Professor, Department of City and Regional Planning, School of
Design, University of Pennsylvania

During the course of this session, a broad range of topics were discussed relating to questions of
strategy for historic context studies for the city, appropriate models for these studies, and areas of
the City that have been underserved by both historical study and designation, as well as the
identification of other scholars and informed individuals to engage in the project. One of the results
of this discussion was the understanding that it would be more effective to interview scholars and
informants in small groups or as individuals, which was the next sub-task undertaken.
Over the course of the next months, through early January, 2009, scholars and key informant groups
were engaged in individual interviews and small group discussion with regard content for the historic
context statements, key themes in the history of the city of Philadelphia, information about priorities
for historic preservation in Philadelphia, and other related matters. These scholars and informed
individuals were:
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Howard Gillette, Professor of History and Director of the Mid-Atlantic Regional Center for
the Humanities, Rutgers University
Steven Conn, Professor and Director of Public History Program, Ohio State University
Kenneth Finkel, Distinguished Lecturer, American Studies; Philadelphia History; Graphics;
Architecture; Material Culture, Temple University
Amy Hillier, Assistant Professor in City and Regional Planning, School of Design, codirector at the Cartographic Modeling Laboratory (CML) and a Senior Fellow at the Leonard
Davis Institute of Health Economics and Center for Public Health Initiatives, University of
Pennsylvania
Jeffrey A. Cohen, Senior Lecturer, Growth and Structure of Cities Program, Bryn Mawr
College
Aaron Wunsch, lecturer, University of Pennsylvania
Elizabeth L. Milroy, Professor of Art History and American Studies, Wesleyan University
Bill Bolger, National Historic Landmarks, Mid-Atlantic Regional Office, National Parks
Service
Douglas B. Mooney, Senior Archaeologist, URS Corporation, and President, Philadelphia
Archaeology Forum.
William Whitaker, Curator, Architectural Archives of the University of Pennsylvania
Nathaniel Popkin, author on Philadelphia urban history and vision
Carol Lee, Survey and National Register Coordinator, Pennsylvania Historical and Museum
Commission – Bureau for Historic Preservation.

In addition to meeting with these individuals with regard to the content of studies and direction for
future phases, Dr. Cooperman met with the Philadelphia Archaeology Forum with regard to the
project to receive input from professional and avocational archaeologists and interested individuals.
Finally, the Steering Committee members met to review the results of the consultation with the idea
of moving forward with written historical studies products for Phase 1.
Results of Tasks 1 and 2
o For the purposes of understanding the city and its historic built environment as a whole,
it can be considered as a single historic resource. In envisioning the way to planning for
the city’s preservation, it is affirming for audiences both within and outside of
Philadelphia to recognize and remind those audiences that the city as a whole is
nationally significant, embodying two of the key themes of the country:
• City of opportunity, innovation, and prosperity
• Socially diverse city
o Further, that while the city is most often remembered for its eighteenth century political
and social significance, that its national significance in multiple areas carried through its
entire history well into the twentieth century.
o Earlier areas not inherently more significant or priorities in terms of planning for future
survey and study
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o One of the few constants over the course of the city’s multi-century history is the high
rate of change seen in the city as a whole, and that cycles of degradation and repair have
occurred in multiple locations.
o A useful model for understanding areas of the city that developed rapidly in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries was as clusters that relate to places of work, home,
social interaction, and ethnic group.
o It was strongly recommended that future studies take advantage of existing studies
(HABS, CRM) and integrate findings.
o The National Register of Historic Places remains the most appropriate standard for
evaluation of significance in the City of Philadelphia for several reasons, including the
fact that the city is a Certified Local Government under federal regulations.
o The City of Philadelphia’s Historic Ordinance needs substantial revision, particular with
respect to adequate protection of archaeological sites and the issue of historic integrity
 Archaeology is under-represented as a historic resource category in both
regulatory process and public imagination
o The groups and individuals consulted strongly resisted the notion of a fixed set of
priorities for thematic resource studies, stating instead a strong sense of the evolving
nature of thematic nomination priorities. Many urged instead that evaluation of topics
for thematic studies be ongoing, and that instead a framework should be created with the
intention that it should grow and expand like the National Park Service’s thematic
framework
 Several topics did emerge, however, as ones of particular immediate interest
• Industry
• Modernist design
• Rowhouses/attached houses
• Fraternal/Social groups'/Institutions buildings
• Commercial buildings (should be studied in subtypes)
• Resources associated with various ethnic communities
• Institutional/"sanitary" landscapes
Task 3: Historic Context Studies for Neighborhood Clusters, Thematic Studies
Based on results of historians' and informed individuals’ consultation, which did not result in clear
priorities for thematic studies, and the clear need for area study to complement the project’s pilot
survey project in Frankford, the project staff moved to commission both a pilot Historic Context
Study for a neighborhood cluster and thematic essays.
Dr. Cooperman hired and supervised a group of historians and architectural historians to complete
three model studies:
o Historic Context Study for the neighborhood cluster of Frankford/Bridesburg/Tacony
o Thematic Essay on Philadelphia’s Industrial
o Thematic Essay on Architectural Design 1945-1980.
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PHILADELPHIA MAP AND ATLAS SCANNING
AND THE GREATER PHILADELPHIA
GEOHISTORY NETWORK
A Report to the Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia
Prepared by The Athenaeum of Philadelphia
July 2009
Introduction
In 2008, as part of the its Preservation Plan for Philadelphia, the Preservation Alliance partnered
with the Athenaeum of Philadelphia and its Regional Digital Imaging Center for the digital
capture of historic atlases and maps for its pilot neighborhood, Frankford. The original goal of
the project was to provide the Alliance and its staff with high-resolution scans of historic map
and atlas plates that have been traditionally available only in hard-copy in multiple repositories
throughout the city. By comparing these maps Alliance staff can determine significant periods
of growth and decline in selected neighborhoods as well as pinpoint surviving, though sometimes
unrecognizably altered, structures. In an agreement dated May 5, 2008, the Athenaeum
committed to providing digital images of at least 400 map plates. In May, 2009 the Athenaeum
committed to a second phase of the project to scan an additional 242 map plates that provide
geographic coverage for all of Philadelphia County. Phase I and II bring the total of scanned
images for this Preservation Alliance project to 1,107.
Geographical Coverage
In order to ensure coverage of the Frankford section of Philadelphia, all of the known atlases
specifically featuring the 23rd, 33rd, 35th, and 41st wards were scanned. This includes not only
Frankford, but much of the Lower Northeast, including in some cases, Bridesburg, Kensington,
Port Richmond, Wissinoming and Tacony. It was determined from the outset to scan the selected
atlases in their entirety, even if they had only one or two plates that cover the current target area.
This saved the fragile atlases from further damaging handling and exposure and provided the
Alliance with additional digital maps for the next phase of their project. In six cases, atlases
covering the entire city were scanned. These, of course, cover the Frankford neighborhood. A
comprehensive survey of atlases documenting Philadelphia indicated that there remained were
only 16 titles for atlases that cover the entire city. Of these, six have already been scanned as part
of this project and are available on the GPGN. These range in date from 1877 to 1959. Because
they cover the entire city, acquiring these images was a logical next step for both the Alliance
and GPGN.
Repositories
Original materials for this project were provided by the Free Library of Philadelphia (692
images); the Athenaeum of Philadelphia (266 images); the Philadelphia Historical
Commission (97 images); and the Historical Society of Frankford (52 images). Each of
1

these institutions supports the goals of the Alliance and willingly made their collections available
for this effort, as well as for the Greater Philadelphia GeoHistory Network. Scanning of the Free
Library materials was delayed in the Fall of 2008 while a new reproduction agreement was
negotiated with the Athenaeum, but once that was in place the scanning was accomplished
within 30 days. By happy coincidence this project was underway just as the Historical Society of
Frankford completed a comprehensive inventory of its own map collection. This made the
selection of 52 maps that were scanned an hour’s work rather than several days. It also makes a
collection that is virtually inaccessible (the HSF is only open 1 afternoon per month) available to
new audiences.
Methodology
Regional Digital Imaging Center (RDIC) staff transported maps and atlases from their respective
repositories for scanning on the Cruse 220 digital scanner, a flatbed scanner, with a 48” X 72”
bed that allows the safe scanning of oversize objects. Each of the maps was scanned at a
minimum resolution of 300 dpi. Digital files were rotated, cropped and saved as archival files to
DVD. Two sets of DVDs were made, one for the Athenaeum, and one for the lending institution.
The maps were sharpened, color-corrected and adjusted for readability before posting to the
Greater Philadelphia GeoHistory Network. High resolution map images were provided to
Alliance staff on external hard-drive units.
For posting to the GeoHistory website, the maps were categorized and indexed, relating
individual map plates to each other by creating digital links that recreate the listed edge
references on the maps. When overview maps were available, the individual plates were
outlined to create a digital index to the various atlas volumes. In addition, selected atlases were
georeferenced, by linking specific points on the scanned image to geographic coordinates. The
georeferenced maps were then trimmed, removing borders and extraneous information, and then
mosaiced into an almost seamless, new, high-resolution map of the entire area covered by the
atlas. These new maps can then be overlaid with other historic maps in the new Google-based
viewer created during this project.

Impact of Project on Philadelphia GeoHistory Network (and vice versa)
The success of this project is two-fold. Not only are the high resolution historic map images
made available to the Alliance staff for their immediate needs, but through the support of the
Alliance and its funders, over 1000 additional are available on the on the Greater Philadelphia
GeoHistory Network (GPGN) www.philageohistory.org. Begun by the Athenaeum in 2005, the
GPGN provides an on-line clearing house of historic geographic information including maps,
atlases, city directories, insurance surveys, neighborhood studies and more. Concurrent with the
hundreds of new images that were mounted through the Alliance project, two early sets of aerial
photographs from 1928 and 1930 were added from the Free Library’s collection. In 2008, the site
was reconfigured and a new feature allowing the overlay of selected historic maps with the
current Google maps was added. The additional content as well as the improvements in userfriendliness have paid off. As the attachment shows, the number of visitors to the website
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increased from 14,439 (for the year ending June 30, 2008) to 37,253 (for the year ending June
30, 2009). The number of page views has increased even more dramatically—from 81, 356 (for
the year ending June 30, 2008) to 451,353 (for the year ending June 30, 2009). Lots more people
are looking at lots more historic maps, and as the “Time on Site” attachment demonstrates, they
are spending lots more time looking at them, 7 minutes and 13 seconds on average, compared
with 3 minutes 18 seconds on the PAB site.
Increased usage of the GPGN puts rare and valuable geographical information into the hands of
Philadelphia citizens who might have been heretofore ignorant of these important documents and
the repositories that preserve them. It can only strengthen individual and community historical
awareness, when a resident can go online and see, in high-resolution, what his or her house,
street, neighborhood looked like 60, 100, or 150 years ago. In this way, while Alliance staff are
crafting a statement of significance for a neighborhood, the residents can learn on their own what
was there that was of significance to them. From the burned-out factory at the corner that was
formerly the world’s supplier of Flexible Flyer sleds, to the carriage house down the block that
served as a stop on the Underground Railroad, to the now buried creek that continues to create
wet basements and weak foundations for the homeowners of a certain block, these materials put
the citizen in touch with their own past and make life in 21st century Philadelphia more
meaningful.
Next Steps
Two other datasets that would be valuable would be the Hexamer maps (38 volumes, 1890-1925
owned by the Free Library of Philadelphia) and the detailed maps that were included in
antebellum city directories and stranger’s guides. While these did not show individual property
lines they do show with shading building development in the city and identify scores of buildings
that housed clubs and societies that might otherwise be lost to history.
Appendices
1. List of Atlases & Maps Included in this project
2. Greater Philadelphia Geo History Web Site- Visitors Overview
3. Greater Philadelphia Geo History Web Site- Time on Site for all Visitors
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF ALL MAPS SCANNED
Free Library of Philadelphia
Philadelphia Historical Commission
Athenaeum of Philadelphia
Historical Society of Frankford

692
97
266
52

Total Items Scanned for Preservation Alliance
Free Library of Philadelphia
DATE
PUBLISHER
1867 BARNES, R.L.
1877 HOPKINS, G.M.
1886 HOPKINS, G.M.
1887 HOPKINS, G.M.
1891 BROMLEY, G.W.
1894 BROMLEY, G.W.
1897 BAIST, G.W.
1901 BROMLEY, G.W.
1910 SMITH, J.L.
1920 BROMLEY, G.W.
1921 BROMLEY, G.W.
1927 KLINGE, F.H.M.
1927 BROMLEY, G.W.
1929 BROMLEY, G.W.

1107

TITLE
MAP OF PHILADELPHIA (MAP)
ATLAS OF PHILADELPHIA & ENVIRONS
ATLAS OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
ATLAS OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
ATLAS OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
ATLAS OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA & SUBURBAN DEVELOPMENT (MAP)
ATLAS OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
ATLAS OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
ATLAS OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
ATLAS OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
ATLAS OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
ATLAS OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
ATLAS OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA

WARDS
ALL
ALL

PLATES

25
23
25,33
23,35
ALL
ALL
23,35,41
23,41
35
35
35
23,41

6
34
21
17
32
32
14
56
44
33
29
70
29
33

*1856 Scott, James D.

Scott's Map of the Consolidated City of Philadelphia
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*1865
*1876
*1886
*1889

Barnes Map of Philadelphia
Map of Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Baist's Map of the City of Philadelphia

6
4
3
2

Hexamer, Ernest
Hopkins, G.M.
Burk & McFetridge
Baist, G. W.

*1892 Schiedt, Jacob. E.
*1893 Baist, G. W.

Scheidt's Atlas of the City of Philadelphia, by Wards
Baist's Map of Philadelphia and Environs

33
2

*1893
*1895
*1913
*1913
*1933

Scheidt's Atlas of the City of Philadelphia, by Wards
Street Atlas of Philadelphia By Ward
Atlas of the City of Philadelphia
City of Philadelphia (revised)
Atlas of the 50 Wards of the City of Philadelphia

39
35
37
8
51

Schiedt, Jacob. E.
Kaufmann, Charles
Bromley, G. W. & Company
Smith, J.L.
Smith, Elvino V.

*1959 Phila. Bureau of Surveys & Design
Total Free Library Map Plates

Philadelphia Street Map

20
692
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Philadelphia Historical Commission
DATE
PUBLISHER
1875 HOPKINS
1876 HOPKINS
1910 SMITH, ELVINO
1939 FRANKLIN SURVEY COMPANY
Total Philadelphia Historical Commission Map Plates

TITLE
CITY ATLAS OF PHILADELPHIA
CITY ATLAS OF PHILADELPHIA
ATLAS OF PHILADELPHIA
GREATER NORTHEAST

WARDS
25th
23rd
25th, 45th
23rd, 35th, 41st

PLATES

WARDS
All
All
All
All
Lehigh to Wingohocking
23rd, 41st

PLATES

16
17
28
36
97

*These items currently being processed expected posting to GPGN, August 31, 2009

Athenaeum of Philadelphia
DATE
PUBLISHER
1888 BAIST
1895 BROMLEY
1895 BAIST
1910 BROMLEY
1925 BROMLEY
1929 BROMLEY
Total Athenaeum of Philadelphia Map Plates

TITLE
ATLAS OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
ATLAS OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
ATLAS OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
ATLAS OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
ATLAS OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
ATLAS OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
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44
52
50
52
38
30
266
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Historical Society of Frankford
DATE
PUBLISHER

TITLE

COVERAGE

th
Howard Lee Barnes
1680s/ mid 20
Century
1684 as
William Wilson Pollock
rendered in 1932

[First Purchasers of Land in Frankford with 20 Century
overlay]
Philadelphia as William Penn Knew It 1684

th

1750
N. Scull and G. Heap
Circa 1779? as Thomas S. Howland
rendered in 1954

Philadelphia and parts adjacent
Draught of Oxford Township Phila.

Philadelphia INE
Oxford Township

1792
1795

Reading Howell

A Map of the State of Pennsylvania
Plan of the City and Suburbs of Philadelphia

1808
1810
1822
1835

John Hills
Paxon
John Melish
H.R. Campbell

Plan of the City of Philadelphia and Environs
New Plan of Philadelphia
Map of Pennsylvania
Plan of the West Philadelphia Railroad

Pennsylvania
Central Philadelphia,
Philadelphia NNE
Philadelphia INE

1838

John Foulkrod

Plan of Whitehall connecting the Borough of Frankford &
Village of Bridesburg situated in Oxford Township
Philadelphia County the property of James D. Pratt

1844
1847

S. Augustus Mitchell
J.C. Sidney

1848
1849

R.L. Barnes
J.C. Sidney by M. Dripps

The Tourists Pocket Map of Pennsylvania
Map of the circuit of 10 miles around the City of
Philadelphia
Map of Pennsylvania
Plan of the Townships of Byberry and Moreland

1849

J.C. Sidney

1850
1851

J.C. Sidney
John Foulkrod

Map of the City of Philadelphia Together with all the
surrounding Districts
Lower Dublin
Plan of the Frankford Land Association Lots, Situate in the
Boro’ of Frankford Co. of Philadelphia
Frankford Business Directory
Map of the Vicinity of Philadelphia from actual surveys

1853
1853

R. P. Smith

1855
1857

Lindsay & Blakiston
R.L. Barnes

1859

R.L. Barnes

1860

Joseph H. Bonsall & Saml. L.
Smedley

Map of 23rd Ward

1860s

R.L. Barnes

12 Miles Around Philadelphia

Philadelphia as Now Consolidated
County, Township and Railroad map of the State of
Pennsylvania
Philadelphia Barnes Map: Built Portion of the City

3

Plates

Frankford INE

1
Philadelphia as settled in
1684

Pennsylvania
West Philadelphia and
Montgomery County
Whitehall

Pennsylvania
Philadelphia INE
Pennsylvania
Lower Moreland and Byberry
Townships of Philadelphia
County INE
City of Philadelphia prior to
consolidation NNE

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Frankford
Frankford
Philadelphia INE and
surrounding counties,
including New Jersey
Philadelphia
Pennsylvania

1
1
1
1
1

Central Districts of the City of
Philadelphia NNE
Northeast Philadelphia. And
small parts of Bucks County
and New Jersey
Philadelphia INE

1
1
1
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1861

Samuel L. Smedley

1861

R.L. Barnes

1865-70?

Map of Philadelphia (Reduced from Smedley’s Complete
Atlas of Philadelphia)
Barnes Map of the Built Portion of Philadelphia

Philadelphia INE

1

Central Districts of the City of
Philadelphia NNE
rd
Division and Business Map of the 23 Ward of Philadelphia Northeast Philadelphia

1
1

O

1870?
1872 RR
corrected to
1883
1875
1876
1876
1877

Samuel L. Smedley

P.W. Sheafer
m
W H. McFadden

Scattergood & Van Derveer
Frank A. Gray

Historical Society of Frankford
DATE
PUBLISHER

Letter Carrier Route Delivered by Joseph I. Wilson N 172
as served in 1870
Map of Philadelphia (Reduced from Smedley’s Complete
Atlas of Philadelphia)

Frankford, Harrowgate,
Aramingo
Philadelphia INE

An Historical Map of Pennsylvania
Topographical Map of Philadelphia showing water mains
and street grades
Scattergood's Map of 16 Miles around Philadelphia
Railway and County Map of Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania
Philadelphia INE

1
1
1
1
1
1

Philadelphia INE
Pennsylvania

TITLE

COVERAGE
Philadelphia INE
Philadelphia

Kauffman
J. Edelmann
E.P. Noll

Baist's Map of Philadelphia and Environs
Noll’s New Road, Driving and Bicycle Map of Philadelphia
and Surrounding Country
Frankford
Map of the City of Philadelphia and Vicinity
Noll’s New Official Guide Map of Philadelphia

John H. Webster Jr.

rd
23 , 35th, 41th Wards of Philadelphia
Plan of the Revision of Lines & Grades on City Plan #329

1889
1890

m
G. W Baist
E.P. Noll & Company

1895
1895
1897
1900
1901
1903

C.B. Webster

1907
1910

J.L. Smith
J.L. Smith

1910

C.B. Webster

Philadelphia INE
Fairmount Park bordering
the Schuylkill River – NNE
Plan of the Frankford Country Club Golf Links - Philadelphia Oxford Circle / Lawndale

c.1916

American Automobile Association

Philadelphia and Environs

Philadelphia INE

1925

Clement B. Webster –

Somerton

1934

Bureau of Building Inspection,
Philadelphia
City Plans Division, Bureau of
Engineering, Survey and Zoning

Official Sales Map Somerton Gardens 35th Ward Philadelphia
(Philadelphia)Soil and Stream Data

Philadelphia INE

[Creeks in Greater Frankford Area]

Lower Northeast

23rd Ward
Philadelphia INE
Philadelphia
Northeast Philadelphia
Frankford

Plates
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Plan of the Frankford Country Club Golf Links – Showing
Cricket Grounds, Tennis Courts Etc.
New Map of the City of Philadelphia
Topographical Map of Fairmount Park Philadelphia

Frankford

1
1
1
1
1

1946

1
1
1

1944, revised
1945

Bureau of Engineering, Survey and
Zoning
F. Bourquin

Philadelphia - Map of City - State Highway System showing Philadelphia INE
completed and proposed improvements
Plan of Lots surveyed for the Haworth Land Company Frankford
23rd Ward
Auburn Farm
Frankford

Total Historical Society of Frankford Maps
4

1
1
1
52

Greater Philadelphia GeoHistory Network

Jul 1, 2008 - Jul 1, 2009

Visitors Overview

Comparing to: Jul 1, 2007 - Jun 30, 2008
Previous: Visitors

Visitors

4,000

4,000

2,000

2,000

Jul 1, 2008 - Jul 31, 2008

Oct 1, 2008 - Oct 31, 2008

Jan 1, 2009 - Jan 31, 2009

Apr 1, 2009 - Apr 30, 2009

Jul 1, 2009 - Jul 1, 20

22,914 people visited this site
37,253 Visits
Previous: 14,439 (158.00%)

22,914 Absolute Unique Visitors
Previous: 8,627 (165.61%)

451,353 Pageviews
Previous: 81,356 (454.79%)

12.12 Average Pageviews
Previous: 5.63 (115.03%)

00:07:13 Time on Site
Previous: 00:06:08 (17.78%)

43.22% Bounce Rate
Previous: 41.12% (5.11%)

60.34% New Visits
Previous: 58.97% (2.32%)

Technical Profile
Browser

Visits

% visits

Connection Speed

Internet Explorer

% visits

14,011

37.61%

4,566

31.62%

206.86%

18.93%

Cable

Jul 1, 2008 - Jul 1, 2009

24,258

65.12%

Jul 1, 2008 - Jul 1, 2009

Jul 1, 2007 - Jun 30, 2008

10,141

70.23%

Jul 1, 2007 - Jun 30, 2008

139.21%

-7.28%

% Change

% Change

Visits

Firefox

DSL

Jul 1, 2008 - Jul 1, 2009

9,973

26.77%

Jul 1, 2008 - Jul 1, 2009

9,592

25.75%

Jul 1, 2007 - Jun 30, 2008

2,984

20.67%

Jul 1, 2007 - Jun 30, 2008

3,736

25.87%

234.22%

29.54%

% Change

156.75%

-0.49%

% Change
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Safari

T1

Jul 1, 2008 - Jul 1, 2009

2,322

6.23%

Jul 1, 2008 - Jul 1, 2009

5,645

15.15%

Jul 1, 2007 - Jun 30, 2008

1,069

7.40%

Jul 1, 2007 - Jun 30, 2008

2,271

15.73%

117.21%

-15.81%

148.57%

-3.66%

% Change

% Change

Chrome
Jul 1, 2008 - Jul 1, 2009
Jul 1, 2007 - Jun 30, 2008
% Change

Unknown
397

1.07%

Jul 1, 2008 - Jul 1, 2009

5,290

14.20%

0

0.00%

Jul 1, 2007 - Jun 30, 2008

2,208

15.29%

100.00%

100.00%

139.58%

-7.14%

% Change

Opera
Jul 1, 2008 - Jul 1, 2009
Jul 1, 2007 - Jun 30, 2008
% Change

Dialup
117

0.31%

Jul 1, 2008 - Jul 1, 2009

1,971

5.29%

44

0.30%

Jul 1, 2007 - Jun 30, 2008

1,349

9.34%

165.91%

3.06%

% Change

46.11%

-43.37%
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Greater Philadelphia GeoHistory Network

Jul 1, 2008 - Jul 1, 2009

Time on Site for all visitors

Comparing to: Jul 1, 2007 - Jun 30, 2008
Previous: Avg. Time on Site

Avg. Time on Site

00:10:00

00:10:00

00:05:00

00:05:00

Jul 1, 2008 - Jul 31, 2008

Oct 1, 2008 - Oct 31, 2008

Jan 1, 2009 - Jan 31, 2009

Apr 1, 2009 - Apr 30, 2009

Jul 1, 2009 - Jul 1, 20

00:07:13 Avg. Time on Site
Previous: 00:06:08 (17.78%)

Jul 1, 2008 - Jul 31, 2008

00:05:53

Jul 1, 2007 - Jul 31, 2007

00:05:55
00:07:27

Aug 1, 2008 - Aug 31, 2008
00:06:09

Aug 1, 2007 - Aug 31, 2007

00:05:50

Sep 1, 2008 - Sep 30, 2008

00:05:31

Sep 1, 2007 - Sep 30, 2007

00:07:36

Oct 1, 2008 - Oct 31, 2008

00:06:37

Oct 1, 2007 - Oct 31, 2007

00:06:23

Nov 1, 2008 - Nov 30, 2008

00:06:32

Nov 1, 2007 - Nov 30, 2007

00:06:44

Dec 1, 2008 - Dec 31, 2008

00:06:22

Dec 1, 2007 - Dec 31, 2007

00:06:04

Jan 1, 2009 - Jan 31, 2009

00:06:13

Jan 1, 2008 - Jan 31, 2008

00:07:19

Feb 1, 2009 - Feb 28, 2009

00:07:04

Feb 1, 2008 - Feb 29, 2008

00:09:29

Mar 1, 2009 - Mar 31, 2009
00:06:22

Mar 1, 2008 - Mar 31, 2008

00:07:54

Apr 1, 2009 - Apr 30, 2009
00:05:51

Apr 1, 2008 - Apr 30, 2008

00:07:12

May 1, 2009 - May 31, 2009
00:05:51

May 1, 2008 - May 31, 2008

00:07:59

Jun 1, 2009 - Jun 30, 2009
00:05:17

Jun 1, 2008 - Jun 30, 2008

00:06:19

Jul 1, 2009 - Jul 1, 2009

1
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ILLUSTRATIVE MAP AND ATLAS SCANNING

Creating a Seamless Mosaic Map
1. Starting from an original atlas plate, the map
is geo-referenced, matching points on the
scanned image to geographical coordinates.

1

2. The map is then warped to those
coordinates and trimmed to remove borders
and extraneous information.
3. Special software creates a large, highresolution mosaic of the prepared images from
each atlas plate.
The resulting mosaic is displayed in a special
Google Maps-based viewer, and can be
overlayed with current streets, or mixed with
other historical maps.
Images shown are from the 1929 Bromley atlas of
Philadelphia wards 23 and 41. The area shown is
in the Frankford neighborhood of the city.
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